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The key theme of this Magazino issue is Supply Chain. It is eloquently described as the “nerve system” of the company, because its activity keeps all the chain links in motion, from raw
materials all the way to our customers.

42 Highlights

The teams that make up the Supply Chain describe their daily
tasks and explain the peculiarities and challenges involved. It
is quite cha-racteristic that the word optimization recurs in all
descriptions – it is the key work that reflects everybody’s target,
i.e. to achieve optimum results in terms of safety, speed, service
and cost. In the current juncture, they can definitely make a difference.
In this issue, our suppliers talk about their relations, targets and
daily challenges in their cooperation with Heracles. Additionally,
you may find a presentation of our Terminals, which play a strategic role in the distribution of our products. Employees talk to
us about the things that make them proud of the operation in
each terminal, especially in areas such as safety and customer
service.
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The company’s transportation network is also illustrated through
a number of interviews with employees who work in road and sea
transports, as well as contractors who drive our products throughout
Greece. Subcontractor drivers share their experience from our cooperation and talk about how this cooperation is built on common
principles and priorities, with safety always on top.
Finally, our customers talk about the trust and confidence relationships they have developed with Heracles.
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OUR ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE

A training day on “Occupational Health
& Safety, environment protection at the
workplace” was held at the Halkis plant on
the initiative of the Secondary Education
Directorate of Evia Prefecture and in collaboration with the Halkis Plant. The training was
delivered at the plant facilities to teachers,
who are involved in career orientation structures, teach School Career Orientation, and
apply career education programmes.
The Halkis plant was visited by the 2nd
Vocational High School and 3rd Technical High School of Halkis in March in the
framework of the school educational visits
program. Students were informed by plant
staff about the cement production process,
Health & Safety and actions on the Environment. Additionally, they were offered a tour
around the Plant facilities.

The Hellenic Rescue Team (HRT) of Attica presented Heracles with an award for
its contribution to the Team’s voluntary and
social work in an event held on the occasion
of HRT’s 10th anniversary of operation in Attica. The HRT was the team that managed to
rescue the 24 year old Haitian, last survivor
of the lethal earthquake, 12 days after it had
occurred.

€18,545,00 was raised among our employees across the Group in support of the
victims of the fatal earthquake in Port-auPrince, Haiti. The amount that each employee
wished to donate was retained from their
wages in February 2010. The Company doubled the total amount and cooperated with
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in order for
the money to be immediately transferred to
the affected areas.

80 students from the third year of Chemical Engineering, National Technical
University on May 6, visited Volos plant. The
students were shown around the plant and
were informed about the production process
and the priorities of the company.

The annual fire-fighting training for
volunteers in Evia Prefecture was held on
Wednesday, May 12, 2010 at Milaki plant
in the context of the PRAKSI program. The
training was conducted by Halkis Fire Brigade
in cooperation with Aliveri Fire Service.

Eighteen blood bottles were collected in
the new blood donation event organized at
the Head Offices by the Heracles Trade
Union “ENOSI”. It is the key objective
purpose of the Union to continue to operate this blood bank, so that it may meet
the needs of all employees instead of being
limited to Union members.
Free entrance to the Goulandris Natural
History Museum and GAIA Centre for all
Heracles employees’ children between 1 and
18 years old (born from 1.1.1992 to 31.12.2008)
in 2010 and 2011. Free admission to the Goulandris Natural History Museum and GAIA
Centre is granted with a special card and
includes an accompanying adult.
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OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

All the links
forming a strong chain
For Heracles, managing its Supply Chain, from raw materials
sourcing to production, storage, transport and end product distribution, in an integrated and structured
manner is a strategic advantage. Supply Chain is a sophisticated mechanism involving many people, numerous activities in multiple geographic locations on a daily basis. All together make up a chain whose links
must be strong and well connected.
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• 3 plants
• 6 terminals
• 100,000 deliveries to
customers
• 3,000 suppliers
• 30,000 orders
• 60,000 equipment spare
parts
• 330 silo trucks
• 11 ships
• 1,800 silos

The Planning & Logistics Department is
responsible for exports and planning
product flows and handling through the
sea and road transport network.
The IT & Processes Department is responsible to safeguard the ongoing operation
of the Company’s information systems.
All the departments and people involved
in the Supply Chain have to work together
in a coordinated, precise and flexible
manner as a team for the smooth running of the chain and best result.

Coordinating a complex network
The first link of Heracles’ chain are the
raw materials, which are extracted from
limestone and schist quarries near our
three plants, fuels and the equipment
necessary for the operation of our units
and manufacturing of final products.
Through an integrated network of road
and sea transports, all raw materials are
transported to the plants for cement production.
A key factor in the chain is equipment availability. There must be an
average stock of 60,000 equipment
spare parts available and in excellent condition at all times for the
unimpeded operation of our plants.
Coordination of supplies is a demanding
and very critical task, as it contributes
considerably to the smooth progress of
the chain and successful implementation
of plant production process.
Products are transported by sea and land
to the six Terminals and then to end
users. In order for the transport network
to run smoothly, our contractors in road
transports have to deliver our products
to their destinations safely and punctually.

Customer orientation
The core purpose of the Supply Chain is
to always respond timely and consistently to the needs of end users. Customers
must always receive high quality products at the time they need them.
The customer is a significant link of the
chain for the Company; thus the coordinated efforts of all the people involved
in the supply chain are intended for customer satisfaction.

«The Company’s supply chain
manages and handles daily a broad
range of goods and services extending from raw materials, fuels
and plant equipment to a group of
3,000 suppliers and 30,000 orders
annually».

The parties involved
The General Division of Supply Chain
consists of individual departments; each
of them is responsible for a complex
task.
The Purchasing Department is responsible to source raw materials, fuels, materials and select contractors for the transportation work.
The six Terminals are the backbone of
the Supply Chain. Strategically across
the Greek territory, they have a crucial
role in the pro-duct distribution and customer relations.
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INTERVIEW

KONSTANTINOS CHOLEVAS
Supply Chain & IT General Manager

Supply Chain:
A permanent strive to
excellence
Ambition of the Supply Chain General Division is to play
a leading role in Lafarge Group and support customers,
production and suppliers in the most efficient manner.
Konstantinos Cholevas, Supply Chain General Manager, describes the parameters and specificities of Heracles’ supply
chain and talks about the plans and targets of the General
Division in order to successfully meet the challenges.

You recently took over as Supply Chain General Manager. What are your vision and challenges in your work as
head of the Supply Chain?
We aspire that Heracles will become the Supply Chain leader in
Lafarge Group, and among Greek companies, delivering optimal
quality service to end customers, under maximum safety conditions and with respect to the environment and society and,
certainly, at lowest possible cost.
There are numerous and diverse challenges, with safety coming
first. We are exposed to multiple risks annually arising from the
vast transportation work of 9 million tons, which is the equivalent to 26,000,000 km covered by 330 silo trucks and 230,000
NM, 400,000 tons of bagged cement and 100,000 deliveries (or
65% of total deliveries) from the terminals to 850 customer sites
with 1,800 silos.
Another challenge is the current economic juncture. The unprecedented and adverse economic conditions have a major impact
on the operation of the company and its contractors, hence on
the Supply Chain. Unlike times of economic growth when the
top priority is to meet the demand, at times of economic recession and uncertainty the focus is on precise planning and spotless execution in order to save as many resources as possible.
PA G E 6
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What are the key parameters of the
Supply Chain?
The Supply Chain provides a wide range of
added value services to both external and
internal customers. As regards external
customers, it provides handling, storage
and delivery of cement products within
the agreed time/quantity/value/quality
limits. Internal customers receive precise
central production and inventory planning, transportation planning and execution, safe and cost-effective materials and
service supply at the best cost/performance ratio as well as the entire range of IT
services. Due to its central position, the
Supply Chain plays a crucial coordinating
and enhancing role among the different
operations of the company, and between
the company and its partners.

How important is the role of the Supply Chain in a company like Heracles?
The Supply Chain could be fairly characterized as the “nerve system” of a company; it does not simply “interconnect”
the various departments/functions (planning, purcha-sing, production, storage,
transport, sales, deliveries), but also collects, processes and distributes critical
information and instructions. At the same
time it caters for the coordination among
them and with the contractors.

How difficult does Greece’s geography make the smooth operation of
the supply chain, and how is it different from other countries where
Lafarge operates?
The Supply Chain of Heracles is quite
unique in terms of both complexity and
diversity in Lafarge’s environment. First
of all, the pro-ximity of our plants facilitates the centralized Purchasing function,
making it a strategic tool for the rationalization of total purchasing cost and
optimization of our cash management.
Due to the country’s coastal and insular
configuration, a great part of sales and
raw materials are transported by sea. It
is thus imperative to have extensive port
facilities and operational support on a 24
hour basis. Another distinct difference is
the existence of an extensive and strategically located network of terminals with
port facilities, which accounts for 65 % of

deliveries annually. Moreover, the multitude of islands, the interspersed customer sites –several of them in mountainous and remote areas– and the hazardousness of the road network make
the Supply Chain’s smooth operation
in Greece a permanent challenge. The
overall operation of the Supply Chain is
effectively assisted by advanced and integrated software applications (SAP, GPS,
e-dispatch, TCS, LINGO), which provide
unique business advantages.

What are factors the impact success?
There are numerous success factors:
strategy, innovation, economy, legislation, relations with customers, suppliers
and communities, etc. However our key
success factor is our people!
What is the picture of success in a
Supply Chain?
Purchasing, Planning and Logistics, Terminals and IT must the robust links of an
unbreakable chain that connects, coordinates and supports customers, production and suppliers effectively.

A key concern of ours is the focus on best quality service to our
external and internal customers
through innovation, strengthened
customer orientation and endto-end integration of people, processes and systems.

What are the immediate plans of
your Division?
Our primary value is Safety; our target
is to achieve zero accidents in 2010.
Among the numerous activities in order to comply with the Lafarge Health
& Safety standards (Housekeeping, H&S
Inspections, STOP risk assessment, LOTOTO, CSM, etc.) I would like to distinguish the following: the successful road
safety programme which is pursued with
new actions (Safe Pass for drivers and
silo trucks); and the repetition of successful actions, such as Transportation
Safety Days. Similarly, in sea transports,
an unprecedented for Lafarge, far-reaching and quite demanding project is being
implemented regarding the safety of all
our port facilities. Additionally, a project
on the safety of customers’ and Lafarge
Beton’s sites is underway. Another important target is the restructuring of total
costs so as to fully respond to new market conditions and actual needs of the
company.
Finally, a key concern of ours is the focus
on best quality service to our external
and internal customers through innovation, strengthened customer-orientation
and end-to-end integration of people,
processes and systems.

2010

There are numerous and diverse
challenges, with safety coming
first. We are exposed to multiple risks annually arising from the
vast transportation work of 9 million tons, which is the equivalent
to 26,000,000 km covered by
330 silo trucks and 230,000 NM,
400,000 tons of bagged cement
and 100,000 deliveries (or 65%
of total deliveries) from the terminals to 850 customer sites with
1,800 silos.
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COORDINATING A COMPLICATED PROJECT

From raw materials
to products delivery to
customers
A way to describe the role of the supply chain in a business, would
be to compare it with the human body: just like blood supplies vital organs, the departments involved in the
supply chain make an organisation’s heart beat. G. Dikos, Planning & Transportation Manager and L. Belsi,
Purchasing Manager talk to us about a project’s demands, which needs proper timing and communication
with many external partners.
One of the roles of the Supply Chain
is to select reputable and dependable
partners who consider working with a
large reliable cement company a major asset and apply the best practices it
adopts.
Particularly today, in the current adverse
economic conditions we are experiencing, selection is critical for our competitiveness in the market.
PA G E 8
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Selecting the right partners, we ensure high quality of materials, reliability,
timely deliveries and cost containment.
We seek to work with people who share
similar standards and values with us. We
are proud of our values and business conduct, and expect from our contractors to
share them.
All the consulting companies we cooperate with receive a copy of our Business

“Our aim is to ensure ongoing availability of the materials necessary for
production and prevent any shortages,
while our daily concern is to keep prices
adjusted to market requirements” as stated by Ms. Lena Belsi, Purchasing Manager, “For instance, it is a challenge for us
to have 52,000 material codes available,
or maintain low solid fuel stocks”, without disturbing plants’ supply.
We are aware that the product delivery
conditions have a decisive impact on customer satisfaction and cooperation, and
that proper handling of goods is a powerful tool and competitive advantage, as
our choices influence both timely deliveries and product prices.

«The objective of the Supply Chain
Division is to provide the best and
most advantageous solutions for
the availability of the 52,000 codes
managed by the company working in structured manner.»
L. Belsi

Conduct Code and must comply with its
principles and rules.
Our commitment to safety is a top
priority both for us and our contractors.
This is why our contractor selection procedure includes safety criteria, a policy
implemented by our three plants, as well.
Moreover, we deliver extensive safety
training to our contractors, who already
work at our sites. These training activities reflect the guidelines set out in the
Lafarge Contractor Safety Management.

The company has got an integrated
fleet of modern silo trucks and ships
that transport our products throughout
Greece. Special programs and tools, such
as the GPS and Trucks Control System,
and combined shipment contribute essentially to safety and decrease of the
transports environment footprint and
cost containment.

We also make sure that our contractors, respect labor rights and fully comply with the relevant legislation apart
from actions aimed at establishing safe
practices.
Our entire goods and services selection
procedure fully reflects the principles and
Sustainability Ambitions we have adopted.

The planning of the transportation work
is a pioneering system for Heracles, a
good practice and a paradigm for the entire Lafarge Group.
As George Dikos, Planning & Logistics Manager, says “Our aim is
to achieve excellence in safe product
transportation and delivery to customers at the desired time and optimum
cost and with the best production and
delivery plan. Every customer order is
executed immediately. This is possible
thanks to the great people we work with,
the support of technological innovations,
such as smart forecasting systems, business survey algorithms to determine the
best distribution plan and telematic applications. Our people, their dedication to
customers and their enthusiasm for innovation make us see every challenge as an
opportunity”.

Critical for effectiveness of the supply chain is that the company first identifies the market needs and then plans
its supply chain reversely. The natural
flow starts from production, the plants,
moving on to terminal and then, finally,
to end users. George Dikos, Planning &
Logistics Manager, points out that having
a clear picture of all supply chain stages,
resources availability, quarries, production and transport capacity, and mainly
of previous orders, enables us to prepare
the annual planning for the best production plan at lowest cost.

«Our people, their dedication to
customers and their enthusiasm
for innovation make us see every
challenge as an opportunity.»
G. Dikos
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PLANNING

Planning our material flow
in an optimum manner
In recent years, having a clear picture of the supply chain stages and based on
a new flow planning tool, we have been able to effectively utilize our resources and determine the optimum production
and distribution plan. Stavroula Spyropoulou, Project, Tools & Performance Coordinator, and Spyros Tzoutzopoulos, Planning, Exports & Heracles Shipping Technical Manager, present Lingo, the new tool, the planning process and the substantial
benefits from their application.

Is there some tool that works out the
optimum cement delivery plan?
The Ligno software has been used since
2004 to support the optimization algorithms developed by the Logistics & Planning Division. It answers questions such
as the production and delivery plan per
site and defines the optimum logistics
plan and fleet size to be used in each
case. This software can calculate the
required cement production per plant,
transportation means and quantities per
terminal, based on the demand per region and cement type.

PA G E 1 0
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What are the exact data processed by
the software?
There are two types. One pertains to limited sources, such as location, production
capacity and sales volume; the other to
the activities themselves, such as production of different cement types. Our
objective is to identify the best combination of activity levels without using more
resources than already available.

What are the advantages arising
from the use of Lingo?
The key advantage is that we attain essential control and cost reduction thanks
|
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to the complete and effective use of resources and means. We can make monthly sales forecasts per product and region,
and work out the optimum delivery plan
per site. For us, this is a daily good practice, because it suggests the best and
most cost-effective solutions and responds to strategic business issues. It is
a tool tested in the peculiar geographic
landscape of Greece and could soon set
the standard for the entire Lafarge Group.
It was recently applied in the Lafarge BU
in India and used by Cementia for fleet
optimization.

How are the production and delivery, product, raw material and power
flow plans elaborated?
Based on data derived from Lingo, we
identify the optimum production plan
considering the capabilities and restraints in each plant, and calculate product stocks. We also determine the available export quantities per product.
Having a clear picture of all the supply
chain stages, i.e. available resources,
production of intermediate and end products, loading/internal transportation
and sales, we can meet demand making best use of production potential and
available resources, proper risk management, identification of corrective actions
and use of opportunities.

How important is flow planning in
the event of a problem?
Planning is very important because,
obtai-ning information along the supply
chain, we are able to identify problems
early and solve them through corrective
actions before they affect the entire supply chain. Planning influences mainly
the performance indicators of logistics
and production, namely the divisions
that are mostly involved in the process.
It becomes even more important when
there are deficient resources or decline
in production or transportation capacity
coupled with low stock; it is then that our
role becomes very significant for the optimum management and correct allocation
based on priorities. Moreover, conflicting
actions are also averted, which would
otherwise aggravate the problem.

Are there any other departments involved in the planning process?
This process involves all the functions of
the planning & logistics division as well
as nume-rous other divisions/departments, including production, quality,
sales, customer service, control, purchasing, finance, marketing, LAVA & Heracles
Shipping; employees from the head offices, plants and terminals work together
on a daily basis for best results. Moreover, Cementia Trading (CTAG) also plays a
part in exports planning-handling.

2010

The contribution of flow planning is
mostly valued in certain typical cases:
• when there are increased sales in some
site(s) resulting in increased demand
for transportation and production;
• when there is low demand and/or full
silo capacity in conjunction with underutilization of transportation and
production capacities, thus requiring
immediate management so as to avoid
wasting of resources;
• when there is shortage of raw materials
or solid fuels causing production stoppage and eventually shortage of product in some point(s) of sale.
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SUPPLIERS

The views of our suppliers
A prerequisite for the smooth operation of the Supply Chain is to
select reliable partners who can provide us with both high quality on strict standards and timely deliveries.
Yet, it is very important for us to know their views and perceptions of our cooperation. Let’s read the views
of four major suppliers of ours...

Efthimios Giouroukis,
General Manager, MEK S.A.
MEK S.A. has been assigned the construction of the closed additives storage at
Volos Plant, a leading project of high importance. Our company considers Heracles a strategic customer; this is why we
sought this contract in a persistent and
well-planned manner.
Our objectives included the cooperation
with a global company such as Lafarge,
which is a leader in project and safety
management. In fact, we wanted to learn
from the company and we considered this
project as a unique opportunity for MEK
to be upgraded. It has been proved that
our choice was meaningful as our people
have acquired unique experience, with
the aid of your people and skilful contractors, which will be valuable for our future
progress.
Organisation, respect of timelines and
overall smooth cooperation have been
some of the project management principles that we have been taught and learned
during our cooperation.
The closed additives storage project was
considered a model project in terms of
safety standards. Thus, Lafarge employed
an experienced international staff member, Tetyanna Raclot, as Head of Safety,

«Organisation, respect of timelines and overall smooth cooperation have been some of the
project management principles
that we have been taught and
learned during our cooperation.»
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and local staff experienced in safety issues. This team worked with MEK’s team
and its contractors to implement globally
pioneering safety systems and procedures that brought excellent results.
The success of the safety teams was so
impressive that it became known to the
community and within Lafarge Group.
As a result, numerous Greek and international technical teams visited the site
for safety training purposes, which was a
great honour for all of us. Moreover, in all
audits and inspections performed on our
site by Group managers, we earned high
evaluation ratings and positive feedback.
Upon the start of the project, Heracles
people made it clear to us that safety is a
strategic choice of Lafarge and that there
could be no deviation from tested methods and practices. We promptly adapted to the company’s requirements, as our
principal staff came from Lafarge Group
and were already familiar with safety issues, but also because we realized that it
would for the benefit of our company and
the project. Housekeeping of the working
areas and the entire site is considered a
fundamental principle and applied “religiously”, even at the expense of planned
productive tasks.
Over time, you helped us understand that

safety, housekeeping and productivity are
interdependent notions and help each other,
despite the widely spread perception in
Greece that the opposite is true. The professionalism of your staff is a value that is
filtered first through the safety perspective and then through all other priorities.
This practice brings amazing results.
There is a Greek folk saying that goes as
follows: “You can only learn what your
teacher teaches you”.
MEK has been lucky to work with Heracles
and learn from it. Our key challenge now
is to repay the favour you did to us by
deli-vering the project “In Time, In Budget
and in Safety”.

«Our company considers Heracles a strategic customer; this is
why we sought this contract in a
persistent and well-planned manner.»

cidents and change in the behaviour of
Heracles’ drivers.
Based on my experience, I believe that it
is among the very few Greek companies
that are so sensitive to Road Safety issues
and applies a broad management and
communication system on this issue.
What impressed me the most from our
cooperation so far is the commitment of
the company’s management at all levels
to the achievement of the Zero Accidents
target and the way in which Road Safety
issues are handled.
I believe that if Heracles continues its effort in the same manner, it will be the road
safety leader in the Greek market.

«Through our frequent communication and improvement of
ash unloading infrastructure, both
companies work on meeting our
Zero Accidents target.»

for Heracles, which is evidenced every
day, as there has never been any life
threatening incident for any employee.
Through our frequent communication and
improvement of fly ash unloading infrastructure, both companies work on meeting our Zero Accidents target.
One of the major challenges for us is to
extent our cooperation, which can bring
multiple benefits and contribute to competitiveness, since lignite combustion byproducts are used as raw materials. Especially at times of economic crisis, as the
current one, there must be fruitful cooperation between heavy industry and other
industries.

«Based on my experience, I believe that it is among the very few
Greek companies that are so sensitive to Road Safety issues and
applies a broad management and
communication system on this issue.»

Giorgos Chatzigeorgiou
CHATZIGEORGIOU S.A.
Palette and wood trade
I have been working with Heracles for
almost 6 years supplying pallets to the
Halkis and Milaki plants and the Terminals of Drapetsona, Rio, Igoumenitsa and
Thessaloniki. Heracles is one of our largest customers and we have never had
any problems in all these years of working together. I believe that this will not
change but only improve.
Nicolaos Apostolidis,
Manager of the PPC Aghios Dimitrios Plant, Kozani
Our plant in Kozani supplies Volos plant
with fly ash, which is used as raw material in cement production. We have never
had any problem in our collaboration with
Heracles, as it is a company that shares
our concerns and provides ideas and solutions to many issues. We have regular
meetings with company managers, where
we exchange views on the improvement and extension of our collaboration.
We consider that safety is a top priority

Nikos Bakas
Quality & Safety, training programs
for road transportation
We have been doing business with Heracles since January 2005. In all these years
we have worked jointly to develop a Road
Safety system. We have been engaged in
elaborating programs and trainings for
both truck drivers and other personnel on
defensive and economical driving aimed
at eliminating road accidents.
I believe that our cooperation has been
excellent and this is why major steps
have been taken in the reduction of ac-
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TERMINALS

DRAPETSONA TERMINAL
The warehouse of the terminal is a
model of housekeeping

Terminals
Six strategic points
in cement transportation
The backbone of Supply Chain is the six Heracles terminals distributed across the Greek territory and handling 2.5 cement tons annually. The Terminals aim at their
continuous improvement and recognition as pioneering sites. Employees of the Terminals talk about the
particularities and targets of each site and present their achievements.
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Dispersed around Greece and operating
since 1965 – except for Drapetsona which
started operation in 1911 as the first cement plant of the company, the Terminals
have opted for the model chosen by Heracles for its product distribution: Plants in
Drapetsona and Volos, and Terminals at
critical locations of Greece.
It is through these sites that over 55% of
cement quantities are currently distributed to the domestic market. They are all
located in key areas of the Greek territory
and some of them measure up in terms of
deliveries directly with the competition,
which operates plants in neighbouring areas, such as Thessaloniki and Rio.
Pioneers in safety, with few incidents over
their years of operation, our Terminals
have recently demonstrated excellent
performance in Health & Safety. Moreover some of them feature unprecedented
applications for Greece, such as full compliance with LOTOTO in Rio and Igoumenitsa.

Being in contact with customers on a daily
basis, they are fully oriented to end-user
satisfaction and high standard service.
Investments made in recent years and
their inclusion into the Supply Chain
helped a lot in acknowledging them as
pioneering units of the Group.

«Growing in the spirit of the company, the Terminals’ target is to continue
offering our products with maximum
safety, excellent service and at the
optimal cost.»

Nicos Lykomitros
Drapetsona Terminal Manager

THESSALONIKI TERMINAL
A traffic study for the Terminal’s main entrance gate

2010
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TERMINALS
THESSALONIKI
TERMINAL

«All employees, having embraced the management’s top
priority for Health & Safety, are pursuing the progress
made in recent year and trying to achieve the ZERO ACCIDENTS target on a daily basis.»

ported by silo trucks from PPC stations
in the Kozani area and reloaded to pneumatic vessels at the Thessaloniki port to
be carried to the plants. In 2009, 24,400
tons were transported as a pilot to Halkis
plant.
Additionally, after the tragic accident at
Tempi and the closing of the road, we undertook to supply the customer site there
with I 42.5 dispensing with the toilsome
road transport from Volos via Kozani.
This was achieved despite any difficulties
as we now handle four cement qualities.
The trust of and excellent cooperation of
Logistics was decisive for the above actions.

Yiannis Spanomitros,
Manager

The Terminal in Thessaloniki serves the
second largest urban complex in Greece
and the broader area of Central Macedonia. In recent years, thanks to the Egnatia highway and the vertical road axes,
it has been ser-ving other areas, such
as Western Macedonia, efficiently and
cost-effectively. The Terminal distributes three qualities, i.e. IV 32.5, II 42.5
and MC 22.5, while AthlosTM and BasisTM are bagged locally. It also delivers
Alfablock and is the only Terminal that
distributes hydraulic lime. The Terminal operates a fleet of 23 silo trucks. It
is worth noting that in 2009, the Thessaloniki Terminal boasted the highest
bagged cement sales among all Heracles
sites.

Are employees receptive to the promotion of H&S issues?
The dedication of the entire staff of the
Terminal is decisive. At least once a

How sensitive is the Terminal to
H&S?
The Terminal receives a large number of
customers and transporters daily, which
intensifies considerably our obligations
for safe stay in our facilities. “All employees, having embraced the management’s
top priority for Health & Safety, are pursuing the progress made in recent year
and trying to achieve the ZERO ACCIDENTS target on a daily basis.”
Are there any special actions taken
by the Terminal?
The Thessaloniki Terminal tries to support company programs and actions beyond the narrow limits of its good operation.
It is worth mentioning its involvement in
the ambitious program of fly ash transport by sea to the plants. Fly ash is trans-
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month there is a meeting where employees are informed about developments
in the Terminal’s safety and operation.
There has been significant acceptance of
and engagement in the PERNO THESI program, using the interviews results and
implementing numerous suggestions.
Where will you focus your efforts in
2010?
Our main target is to persuade our customers of the necessity to comply with
safety rules. In the beginning, quite few
of them were hesitant and it took a lot of
effort to change their attitude.
Moreover, this year we have to work towards the implementation of LOTOTO; to
try harder for cleanliness and housekeeping; and to utilize effectively the H&S
inspections, which in essence direct and
organize our improvement efforts.

Thanassis Tzintzoglou

Which projects have really contributed to the improvement of H&S conditions?
Looking back on major projects, the first
one dates back in 2006 when the double
unloading line started operating. With the
new line the unloading rate was doubled
to 500 tons/hour, while at the same time
the old conveyor belt was replaced with
a combined pneumatic and closed-type
conveyor system. Additionally, guard
rails were widely installed to contain areas, in compliance with the WAH standard; the bag filter of the bagging machine was replaced to improve the working conditions and reduce dust emissions; a new roof platform was constructed at the II-42.5 loading silo and guards
were fitted in accordance with the conveyor systems standard.

Has there been a traffic study for the
Terminal’s area?
The first phase of the traffic study has
been elaborated and implemented. It is a
complex project as it largely changed the
vehicle flows to and from the Terminal
area, in order to separate as much as possible the flows of silo trucks from bagged
cement and forklift trucks in the loading
area. Specifically, a new entrance gate
was constructed for silo trucks; the machine shop and control room have been
relocated to create free space, which will
be necessary in the second phase of the
study that includes the construction of
two new bulk loading stations. Moreover,
safe pedestrian ways were created, waiting areas for drivers to use during loading were built and the necessary safety
signs were put in place.

Can you list some employee suggestions that have been implemented?
The placement of platforms for safe access to and work on cable trays; anti-slip
coating on stair steps and external floors
of dispatch office improvement of safety
signs and traffic conditions in the area in
front of the central entrance gate; positioning of samplers at the chute to the
conveyor belt as well as at the chute to
the elevators, in order to eliminate sampling over the belt.

Kostas Kiosses

How do employees view the systematic efforts for safety?
There is no doubt that the H&S progress
has crowned the excellent cooperation
between the management and employees.
We have listened to the Managing Director explaining to us on numerous occasions that H&S takes precedence over any
other target and have seen major developments in PPE upgrading, investments
in our facilities improvement and training. All this makes employees be actively involved in the efforts for progress and
submit their suggestions and observations in the context of PERNO THESI.
2010
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DRAPETSONA
TERMINAL
The site of Drapetsona started its operation in 1911 as the first Heracles plant,
but since 1982 has been operating only
as Terminal. It distributes all qualities
AthlosTM, White I 52.5, (locally bagged)
and BASISTM bagged cements as well as
Alfablock and special mortars. Cement
qualities distributed bulk include White I
52.5 and Grey II 42.5 and IV 32.5. The
Terminal’s fleet of 50 silo trucks delivers
to numerous areas in Greece, such as Attica, Central and Eastern Peloponnese,
Argosaronikos islands and Cyclades islands.
Has there been any progress in
Health & Safety in recent years?
The policies and projects implemented
in recent years have radically changed
the picture of our site. But most of all,
it is the employees’ behaviour and attitude towards safety that has changed. I
believe that the largest change compared
to the past is that we have all adopted
Health & Safety as our priority. In this effort of ours, a major part is played by the
“Perno Thesi” program, which must be
continued and enhanced further.

Nicos Piperis

Do you think that the Terminal is oriented to customer service?
All Terminals are oriented to customer
service.
The
Terminal
in
Drapetsona
is
generally
acknowledged for its excellent service standard. This new reality was considerably
helped by improvements to infrastructure such as asphalt paving, traffic arrangements, cargo securing areas, waiting areas.
Which best practice adopted by the
Terminal would you distinguish?
The roundabout that was constructed at
the Terminal relieved the traffic load and
minimized accident risks due to heavy
traffic.

At the port facilities, special platforms were placed to protect employees who work
at height during silo truck loading.

«The policies and projects implemented in recent years have radically changed the picture of our site.
But most of all, it is the employees’
behaviour and attitude towards safety
that has changed.»
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Which are in your opinion the major
projects that enhanced safety at the
Terminal?
A very good idea, I would say, is the new
installation for safer attachment of vessel
hoses. I believe that this measure helped
reduce most risks. Of course, there is ample room for improvement in the Terminal’s safety performance.

Stelios Daniiloglou

Have employees and customers accepted the Health & Safety standards?
Most standards have been fully accepted
by employees. More effort is necessary
for some of them, such as safety glasses. Our customers and contractors were
reluctant about the waiting areas, for
instance, or observing the Road Safety
Code. Over time they seem to accept
them and adapt.
Is there any good practice that, in
your opinion, contributes to the acceptance of safety?
The implementation of employee suggestions for improvements, and illustration
of progress via posters have contributed
to increased involvement of employees in
safety issues.

Most areas have been pedestrianised for
the safety of employees and visitors

«The implementation of employee
suggestions for improvements, and
illustration of progress via posters
have contributed to increased
involvement of employees in safety
issues.»

Dimitris Georgacopoulos

Is there any project that has considerably improved safety in your working area?
The fitting of new guard rails, according
to the standard, along the conveyor belts
has significantly reduced accident risks
at the site.

2010
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Aristotelis Frantzis,
Manager

Operating for over 45 years, the Terminal has got 15 silo trucks at its disposal
to serve the Western Peloponnese as well
as the Prefectures of Achaia, Ilia, Messinia and a small part of Corinthia. It also
supplies the areas of Etoloakarnania, Zakynthos and Cefalonia. The Terminal distributes IV 32.5N and II 42.5N cements. It
bags II 42.5N as BASISTM, and it also has
ATHLOSTM and White I 52.5N in bags. Finally, the Terminal also sells Alfablock.

«We think, assess, act and work
guided by safety in all aspects of our
daily work.Yet, the results of this
ultra-effort are appreciated when we
realise that we transfer this culture
and acquired safe behaviour to our
personal life at home and our family.»

What part does safety play at the Rio
Terminal?
Since my first days with the company at
the end of 2004, I realized the attention
and the importance given to safety by the
management. Five and a half years later,
things have utterly changed in terms of
not only technical infrastructure but also
people’s attitude. We think, assess, act
and work guided by safety in all aspects
of our daily work. Yet, the results of this
ultra-effort are appreciated when we realise that we transfer this culture and acquired safe behaviour to our personal life
at home and our family.
Does the Terminal’s staff participate
in this effort for Safety?
It is only then that we can claim that we
have made progress. The Rio Terminal
already counts 4,771 accident-free days;
this is the result of team effort, dedication and contribution of the entire staff.
The staff is actively involved with enthu-
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siasm and zeal and adopts the H&S standards under implementation immediately. Our people help and assist essentially
from the first stages of gap analysis all
the way to the advisories and standards.
They show strong interest in H&S providing feedback about deficiencies and unsafe situations.
What are the most significant health
& safety projects?
In recent years there have been a number
of major projects, such as the construction of numerous fixed platforms to
eliminate WAH risks. For instance, platforms were constructed at the shrinkfilm machine, cement air-slides and silo
valves. Guard rails were mounted along
the conveyor belts, all return idlers of
overhead conveyor belts were contained
within grids and emergency stop pull
cords were placed everywhere. Another
major project has been the constructions
of platforms at the bulk loading station,
ensu-ring safe access to truck loading
flaps for contractors.
Have there been any major environmental projects recently?
For the purposes of sustainable development and minimization of our environment footprint, hundreds of thousand Euros have been invested in the
construction of noise traps all along the
south-eastern side of our site. Recently,
another significant environmental project
was completed, consisting in the construction and fitting of noise insulating

panels around the perimeter of the site,
which was included in the environmental
terms for the Terminal’s operation permit.
Numerous other smaller projects, such
as the boxing of all bag-filter solenoid
valves, gradual replacement of fan mufflers with new low-noise ones, and tree
planting, enhance our stakeholder relations and strengthen our position in the
community.
Is the Rio Terminal considered a pioneer in some area?
Our Terminal can be considered a pioneer
in the application of the “smart card” sys-

destination and customer name; equally
automatically the fares, net value and VAT
are generated by the system to facilitate
them in issuing the bill of lading.

tem. The successful implementation of
the smart card system is a driver for the
achievement of one of the three Lafarge
Sustainability Ambitions 2012 for customers. Specifically, it facilitates the success of OTIFIC (On time, in-Full, Invoiced
Correctly). The smart card benefits are
immediate for all those involved in Ordering – Loading – Dispaching – Order Execution. The immediate benefits are the
shorter time that trucks stay at the site,
minimizing of mistakes and invoicing of
the correct cement quality and quantity.
Our contractor transporters are automatically informed by the system about their
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areas were selected (e.g. pallet shrink
wrapping replacement, rotary cement
bagging machine engraved belt where
frequent interventions are made and VCS
were installed to provide security, safety
and protection. We plan to install VCS’s in
all plant engines in the immediate future,
thus creating a totally safe environment.
Vassilis Altounis
LOTOTO is fully implemented at the Rio
Terminal

«A major challenge for the Rio Terminal was to infuse the safety culture
and mentality we have acquired in
recent years into our customers and
silo and transporter truck contractor
drivers. It was through daily contact
and close communication that we
managed to convince them about the
need to use PPE and the importance
of the company’s safety rules.»

Is the first impression that a visitor
gets that of a safe environment?
The company demonstrates its interest in
H&S on a daily basis providing us with
a safe working environment. Projects,
such as pedestrian ways, pedestrian
crossings, safety sings and lines for silo
trucks reversing, improved considerably
the traffic safety, while the containment
and locking of all electrical switchboards
and posting of warning signs have been
highly important projects. The only people who have access to these areas now
are the electrical engineers.
Is there any reason for the Rio Terminal to be proud of?
We feel very proud because, with team
work and cooperation, we managed to
make Rio Terminal the first Lafarge site,
which is fully compliant with LOTOTO.
LOTOTO has been a major challenge for
us employees, who must perform maintenance tasks every day on machinery
and equipment, which may cause severe injuries at any time. From our first
information meetings to the final project
implementation phase and procedure description, we worked with method and
attention to the detail. This effort led to
a good practice for the LOTOTO of old
electric switchboards. The electric boxes
that contain the power fuses and relays
are secured with simple screws and access to them by anyone is relatively easy.
Special cable wires were manufactures
that accommodate padlocks, so as to be
completely isolated.
Another major upgrade in direction of
safety was the installation of Visible Cut
Switches (VCS). The most critical plant
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Is it easy for visitors to the Terminal
to comply with the safety rules?
A major challenge for the Rio Terminal was
to infuse the safety culture and mentality
we have acquired in recent years into our
customers and silo and transporter truck
contractor drivers. It was through daily
contact and close communication that
we managed to convince them about the
need to use PPE and the importance of
the company’s safety rules. Instructions
such as safe securing of loads, observation of the weight limit, use of PPE, and
driver stay at the designated areas during loading, are our daily concerns. The
construction of waiting areas for bagged
cement customers both at front and rear
yards was a crucial action for the elimination of a major daily risk. The acceptance
and positive impact of the safety policy
and rules on our customers and contractors have been remarkable.

IGOUMENITSA
TERMINAL
Was it easy for employees to accept
the Health & Safety standards?
I have to say that the standards are accepted by all employees. We have currently reached a point where, after a lot
of efforts by our employees, our contractors have understood the necessity and
follow the standards.
Which do you think is the principal
challenge for your Terminal?
Given the scarcity of space, it was very
difficult for us to create a waiting area
for drivers while loading is in progress,
eliminate excess weight loads, and prove
the necessity of securing all loads.
Vassilis Tsolis,
Manager
Having a long cource since 1966, the Terminal of Igoumenitsa serves the areas of
Epirus, Corfu, Lefkada and some parts
of Etoloakarnania. The 14 silo trucks of
the Terminal deliver bulk II 42.5 cement
safely and punctually. The Terminal also
supplies the sites in all the above areas
with AthlosTM, BasisTM (locally bagged)
and white bagged cement received from
Volos plant.

Dionyssios Gakis

In your opinion, what could the Igoumenitsa Terminal be proud of today?
I would say that there are plenty of reasons to be proud of. The use of PPE by
drivers and contractors entering our site
daily; the elimination of speed limit violation by vehicles; good housekeeping and
cleanliness prevai-ling in all areas; emissions measurements and regular medical tests for all our employees; these are
some of the actions we have taken all
these years.

«The standards are accepted by
all employees. We have currently
reached a point where, after a lot of
efforts by our employees, our contractors have understood the necessity and follow the standards.»

What are the most significant Health
& Safety projects implemented at the
Terminal?
Guard rails have been installed in all areas of the Terminal, including silo trucks;
road markings and pedestrian ways were
created; platforms were constructed in
areas where there was no access, such
as the palletizing machine, film-wrapping
machine and elevators (lifts) according to
the Lafarge standards and know how. Additionally, other major projects that have
upgraded the Terminal according to the
Health & Safety standards include the
installation of GPS in all silo trucks and
VCS in principal machinery, and the creation of a Health & Safety Training Centre.
I would have to stress that all employees
have fully adopted the “LOTOTO”, “Work
at Height” and “Work in contained areas”

2010

Special platforms and rail guards have
been installed at the palletising and film
wrapping machine

standards, as well as periodical inspections on conveyor systems and portable
ladders.
Do you think that the Terminal is oriented to customer service?
One of the Terminal’s targets is to maintain excellent customer relations. This is
evidenced by the fact that there has never been any complaint from customers
or the local community.
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KAVALA
TERMINAL
port facilities in order for the employees
to move safely. Additionally, the guard
rails and protections that were fitted at
the low parts of the buildings are some of
the projects executed for the protection
of employees from fall.
Have there been any actions aimed
at the safety and service of silo
truck drivers, who come to the Terminal every day?
A major project for both visitors and us
was the creation of pedestrian ways and
traffic arrangements within the Terminal
area. Moreover, with a view to ensuring
the safety of our drivers, we constructed
metal platforms over the vehicles, in order for them to open safely the covers of
silo trucks.
One of the projects demonstrating that
customer service is our top concern is
the wai-ting area we created for drivers
to wait during loading.

Dimitris Hatzichristos,
Manager

The Terminal of Kavala has been supplying the entire region of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace with ATHLOSTM and BASISTM bagged cements, Alfablock and bulk
II 32.5N and II 42.5N cements. According
to the new deliveries planning, the Terminal will continue to supply the same
region with bagged cement, Alfablock
and bulk II42.5N cement, but replace the
bulk II32.5N cement with white I 52.5N
cement supplying all the sites across
Northern Greece.

«On 8 September 2009 we celebrated 5,000 accident-free days and we
want to go on without resetting the
counter.»

How positive are employees to the
adoption of safety standards?
I would like to particularly stress the effort that has been made for the strengthening of the safety culture among the

Is there any Health & Safety achievement demonstrated by the Kavala
Terminal?
We have created our own Health & Safety
tradition at the Kavala Terminal and intend to continue it. Let me remind you
that on 8 September 2009 we celebrated
5,000 accident-free days and we want to
go on without resetting the counter.
What are the most significant Health
& Safety projects implemented?
I can recall countless interventions performed in facilities and machinery that
improved the safety level and brought
results. One of the most important ones
was the metal bridge that we installed at

The Personal Protective Equipment is delivered to all the visitors
of the terminal
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Nicolaos Dedegiouvanoglou

staff and its transfer to contractors and
customers, too. It has been a demanding
task, because we have had to radically
change our mindset and, therefore, our
way of operating and acting.
Have you got a vision as Terminal
Manager?
It is my wish and target for all of us to
cele-brate 6,000 accident-free days. And
I would invite you all to be present.

What do you think of the priority
that the company gives to Health &
Safety?
I have to confess that, initially, I found
many of the H&S actions and targets quite
exaggerating. Soon, however, I realized
that accident risks may lurk anywhere at
any time; even in situations that appear
to be safe. I can now say that ongoing
observation in order to identify unsafe
conditions has become an integral part
of our daily routine, both for me and my
colleagues, and I am glad to have contributed to this effort.

Metal platforms allow drivers to open
the silo truck covers safely

«I can now say that ongoing observation in order to identify unsafe conditions has become an integral part of
our daily routine, both for me and
my colleagues, and I am glad to have
contributed to this effort.»

2010
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TERMINAL
Panagiotis Pantalakis,
Manager

«For me, engagement and team spirit
are decisive. All employees at the
Heraklio Terminal contribute to the
achievement of our targets.»

The Heraklio Terminal was established
in 1967 and serves the entire Crete island and, occasionally Santorini and Karpathos, as well. Operating a fleet of 22
silo trucks, the Terminal handles daily IV
32.5 bulk and bagged cement (to be soon
upgraded to IV 42.5 before the rest of
Greece) as well as white cement. The Terminal has achieved high sales volumes,
with 2007 being its best year as annual
deliveries rose to 622,037 tons.

Pedestrian ways are one of the safety projects implemented at the Heraklio Terminal
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Have there been any major projects
at the facilities of the Terminal?
In recent years, there has been evident
progress in our facilities in all areas With
a special focus on safety, we have performed a series of significant projects,
such as a 450m long pipeline for vessel
unloading; installation of an additional
filter for improved dust emissions during unloading; computer operated unloading; covering of gears, axles and
belts; and construction of fixed ladders
and platforms.
What is, in your opinion, the key to
the success of a new standard or
project?
For me, engagement and team spirit are
decisive. All employees at the Heraklio
Terminal contribute to the achievement
of our targets.

Tassos Mavrakis

How do employees respond to every
safety standard?
Standards are always challenged initially
in terms of their usefulness and applicability. Yet, over time it has been demonstrated that they are useful and applicable tools, as they promote everyone’s
Health & Safety.

Special platforms have been installed for
accessing silo truck covers during the
loading.

Which do you think have been the
most significant projects for Health
and Environment?
Vessels are unloaded by means of pneumatic equipment and a bag filter has been
installed reducing emissions, dust and
energy consumption. Additionally, oldtype air-compressors have been replaced
with modern, silent ones. Projects aimed
at zero accidents include the electronic
filing of equipment and its maintenance
and installation of special platforms over
silo trucks.

Ioannis Venianakis

Is there any reason why our customers leave the Terminal pleased?
From the moment they enter the Terminal, customers feel safe as they have to
wear PPE throughout their stay in our
site, and a special waiting area has been
created for them. For us, customer service is very important; this is why we attach high importance to making deliveries on time and at the right quality. We
achieve this through constant cement
production controls, use of state-of-theart forklifts for fast loading and skilled
staff for safety.
Are there any Health & Safety projects
that you have distinguished?
I would say that significant projects include the upgrading of PPE, markings
in the loading areas and pallet loading/
unloading to and from panel trucks.
There is also significant representation
in the Health & Safety Committee; thus
problems are immediately identified and
solved.

2010
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An integrated
transportation network
One of the critical links in the Company’s supply chain is the
organized transport management and implementation in a complex road and sea transportation network.

Road transportation with stability and safety
For the safe and timely transportation of raw materials to production sites
and products to customers, there is an integrated road transportation fleet of
330 silo trucks present across the Greek territory and responds to the complex transportation work planning. The Road Transportation Department, together with the site Dispatch Offices, works with our silo trucks contractors’
drivers in order to meet customer needs and put our safety and sustainability
visions in practice.
Thomas Kordas, Road Transportation Supervisor, and Efi Argyroudi from the
Dispatch Office of Halkis, present the actions and targets of the company in
terms of road transportation safety, while our silo truck drivers talk about
their collaboration with the company and their priorities in executing their
transport work.
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Thomas Kordas,
Road Transportation Supervisor

What is the top priority of the Road
Transportation Department?
Safety is the daily concern of the Road
Transports Team. All of us working at
the department have realised the need
to change and improve behaviours and
priorities, so as to achieve the ZERO ACCIDENT target of the company. In recent
years we have invested a lot of capital
in and dedicated much time to People,
Equipment and Behaviours. This effort
has bought excellent results; but we
know that we have to continue our intense efforts daily.

«Safety is the daily concern of
the Road Transportation Team. All
of us working at the department
have realised the need to change
and improve behaviours and priorities, so as to achieve the ZERO
ACCIDENT target of the company.»

Protective side bars have been installed
on all trucks so as to avert the risk of passenger crossing or vehicle trapping between the silo and the tractor. Changes
have also been implemented in the way
cement is transpor-ted to customers located in islands: silos are placed uncoupled-unaccompanied onboard ships.
The company has also given to all drivers
a working uniform comprising reflectors,
helmet, glasses and safety shoes.
In total, over €600,000 has been invested
in silo trucks improvements.
When will the above projects be completed according to plan?
We estimate that all the above projects
currently in progress will be completed
in 2010. Prior to implementation, risks
are assessed from scratch and solutions
are worked out that can improve working conditions, increase safety at work,
enhance customer service and decrease
distribution cost. Moreover, indicators
that will reflect performance at all stages
are developed, so that the results may
be measurable and indicate progress and
target achievement.

What are the key improvements that
have been implemented for truck
driver safety in recent years?
One of the major projects has been the installation of GPS in 90% of the silo trucks,
which will be completed within 2010. Another improvement in silo trucks is that
the discharge hose connection has been
reinforced with four-bolt flanges. The
loading ports have been changed from
opening to swivelling. The roof rails on
top of silo trucks have been reinforced so
as to limit the driver’s fall risk.
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Recently, the GPS installation project was launched in all
company trucks. Have you established a reduction in incidents after the introduction of GPS?
The installation of GPS in silo trucks has allowed identifying unsafe behaviours. The communication of results to drivers has
brought enormous improvement in driving behaviour among all
drivers. From January to December 2009, speed limit violations
were reduced by 99.5 %. In January we identified 14,000 speed
violations while in December there were only 20. This reduction
in speed limit violations and the lower average speed resulted
in a decrease in road accidents. Throughout 2009, there were
only 9 road accidents caused by our drivers over a mileage of
26,000,000 kilometres. In those 9 accidents, there were no driver or third-party injuries but a couple of severe material damages. In previous years, road accidents ranged at approximately
50 annually, including 6-8 rollovers on average per year.
Have there been any improvements at the sites with regard to driver safety?
At all the Company’s sites, plants and terminals, ladders and steps
have been installed to improve the WAH conditions for drivers. In
all our sites there have been traffic studies and truck traffic arrangements; moreover safe palette attachment points and safe waiting
areas for bagged cement truck drivers have been provided.
Is information and communication with our contractors’
drivers important for Heracles?
In the past two years we invest a lot in the information and training of our contractors. Specifically, there have been more than
15 safety days with the participation of all our contractors. Additionally, all the drivers across Greece took part in a defensive
driving training.
We are in daily contact with our drivers. Considerable time is
dedicated to the communication of the company’s policy and
targets from all management levels. Special attention is paid to
the immediate communication of any serious accident within
the Group; reporting and recording unsafe conditions are on the
focus of our communication practice. We have achieved a lot
by enhancing our contact with our contractors, and we keep on
looking for better ways of communication, so as to attain the
best possible result. We often distribute printed guidelines on
contractor communication with the company and we seek their
direct involvement and response. Our Division and, hence, our
department apply an “open door policy” for any contractor who
wants to meet us, and he does so within 24 hours. We want
them to feel that the Company is there to help them in their
daily routine.
Are you having difficulties with route planning in the current market recession?
In the past year the work load has been limited due to the
broader economic crisis. Special emphasis has been placed by
the Dispatch Offices on balancing the work so as to distribute it
evenly and fairly among contractors. The planning procedure is
complex, but colleagues respond with professional responsibility. The Dispatch Offices employ highly experienced staff and
their work is exemplary.
What are the immediate targets in road transports?
Our immediate targets –in which we invest heavily- include the
elimination of unsafe conditions; elimination of drivers’ waiting
time at the company’s sites, i.e. elimination of unnecessary stay
within our sites; better customer service; cost reduction; extension of the GPS program to bagged cement trucks.
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HALKIS PLANT
Efi Argyroudi,
Dispatch Office
How exactly are routes planned?
Dispatch planning is a process that relies
on specific criteria, which pertain to the
equal distribution of work per destination
to all our contractors. We aim at ensuring
equality and preventing any selectivity or
preferential treatment of contractors with
regard to delivery areas.

How many routes are there from
Halkis plants daily and to which
parts of Greece?
There are approximately 150~180 routes
daily and we supply mostly Evia, a large
part of Sterea Ellada, the Attica basin,
Cyclades islands and a large part of Peloponnese.

Have there been any measures for
the facilitation of route planning?
With the GPS installation and the new routing programme, we can have a clearer
picture of the exact location of each vehicle, so as to be more effective in customer
service and execute every order in time.

What are the 2010 targets of your
Route Planning Office?
Safe execution of transportation routes
and safe cement loading and unloading of
silo trucks. Another key concern of ours
is to improve our customer service.

«The installation of GPS in silo
trucks has allowed identifying
unsafe behaviours. The communication of results to drivers has
brought enormous improvement
in driving behaviour among all
drivers. From January to December 2009, speed limit violations
were reduced by 99.5 %..»
2010
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IGOUMENITSA
Alexandros Liakos
The major difficulties, for us drivers who
travel transporting cargo around Greece,
are the condition of the road network and
the heavy traffic we often come across
on road. Another challenge is that many
drivers don’t follow the Road Safety Rules
and we are thus exposed to numerous
unsafe situations.
Every day, I try to maintain the vehicles in
good condition, train the drivers I work
with and be informed about the road network in our area.
Regarding my cooperation with the company, Heracles’ initiative to organise Road
Safety days was very significant for us
dri-vers, because we had the opportunity to be informed and exchange views.
Moreover, driver training and certification
is yet ano-ther tool for safe driving and
behaviour while doing our work.
I would say that a great deal of effort is
put into road safety and safe deliveries.
The installation of GPS on all trucks, renewal of old equipment, use of necessary
PPE and vehicle inspection measures are
some of the initiatives taken by the company for driver safety. It is also very important for us that routes schedule has
become less hectic, so delivery times are
not as pressing and we can perform our
routes more safely.
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«Safety and excellent customer
service make the difference and
add value to my work.»

HALKIS
Panayiotis Drossatos

The poor road network – mainly provincial – and frequent traffic jams prolong
our wor-king hours and call for increased
cautiousness while driving. Long waiting
hours at the plant are another difficulty
for us, but I am aware of the efforts made
to reduce this idle time.

|
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After a bad experience I had with a driver
who caused my truck to rollover -fortunately there were only material damages-, SAFETY has become for me and my
partners a key priority. Moreover, safety
and excellent customer service make the
difference and add value to my work.
In recent years, I have come to realize
that the Company provides regular information covering many interesting areas.
There are often team meetings, where we
are briefed about accidents that have occurred in Greece or abroad, and we often
receive instructions orally and in writing.
The Company always sees to our problems and we, drivers, don’t feel like outsiders. On the contrary, our role as partners and our contribution to the smooth
operation of the supply chain are recognised.

HALKIS
Eleanna Kiossidou

THESSALONIKI
Vassilis Venetopoulos

Cement transportation and customer
supply have particularities mainly related
to customers’ demand for on-time delivery and the scattered sites which are
often difficult to access. Another issue is
that there are risks at the sites where we
make deliveries due to the traffic of other
heavy vehicles or passenger cars whose
drivers are not properly trained in safe
behaviour. A driver’s standard concern is
the customer’s satisfaction with delivery
at the agreed time and the strict observance of safety rules on the road and at
the site.
It is our priority to return safely to our
site after each delivery. To do this, there
is a combination of conditions that have
to be met: driver’s good physical condition; smooth truck operation; and strict
compliance with road safety rules, most
importantly obser-ving speed limits,
wearing a safety belt and not using a mobile phone.

I believe that Heracles is a pioneer in supporting its drivers in many ways. Starting from driver training, vehicle technical certification (safe pass) and distribution of necessary PPE, it goes all the way
to constantly improving its site infrastructures. For instance, a separate entry gate
for silo trucks and a special waiting area
for drivers were recently created in Thessaloniki. Above all, however, it provides
us with ongoing information and tries
to raise our awareness of anything that
is related to our safety and the safety of
others.
All the above are only examples of the
improvements made so far. The Company is always available to talk with us and
takes into account our remarks and suggestions when they are mutually beneficial.

It is true that cargo transportation requires the complete and permanent focus and vigilance of drivers, with safety
and responsible driving at the top of their
priorities.
My primary target when I transport cargo
is the safety of myself and other road
users.
The job of the truck driver requires physical and mental capabilities. Although it is
traditionally male dominated profession,
it is interesting enough to be a pole of
attraction for women, too. My inclusion
in the human resources of Heracles was a
good career opportunity for me in an area
that attracts and intrigues me. The spirit
of cooperation and mutual support in the
company helped me immensely to adjust
and do my job properly.

«It is our priority to return safely
to our site after each delivery. To
do this, there is a combination of
conditions that have to be met:
driver’s good physical condition;
smooth truck operation; and
strict compliance with road safety
rules, most importantly observing
speed limits, wearing a safety belt
and not using a mobile phone.»

2010
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TRANSPORTS

Safe and reliable sea transportation
Sea transportations are carried out by 5 pneumatic vessels for cement for
the Terminals and the islands and 6 raw materials bulk carrier vessels. The
company’s concern is continuous improvement in order to ensure safety and
sustainability in water transport.
Efi Nazou, Sea Transportation Supervisor, describes the particularities and
targets of vessel routing, while Captain Ioannis Skouras, talks to us about his
experience from the long-standing cooperation with Heracles.
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Efi Nazou,
Sea Transportation Supervisor

gers. Taking into account the company’s
sales forecasts, we jointly predict with
terminals managers the quantities to be
shipped. Based on the special conditions
in each Terminal and considering weather
conditions, we route each vessel making
sure that there will be no delay in unloading.

How is ship routing performed at the
Terminals?
A prerequisite for ship routing to and
from Terminals is to know ahead the
stock quantities of all qualities in each
Terminal. This is achieved following
communication with the Terminal Mana-

What are the principal challenges
you have encountered with regard to
the dispatch plan?
The principal challenge for all Terminals,
I would say, are the poor weather conditions combined with the specificities of
each Terminal.

2010

Is there a Terminal where there are
special difficulties in the dispatch
procedure?
I would say that the procedure at the
Thessaloniki Terminal is quite demanding, as three different cement qualities
are loaded and unloaded, demanding
very good coordination of loadings.
However there is flexibility in addressing
technical difficulties or requirements. For
instance, after the recent landslides in
the area of Tempi, we decided to transport a cement quality to Thessaloniki by
sea. Until then, this cement quality had
been transported to Thessaloniki terminal from Volos plant by trucks.

Ioannis Skouras,
Captain - Heracles Partner

Do you believe that there have
been any improvements, and if so,
in what area?
In recent years there have been major
improvements, mainly in safety issues.
For instance, Terminals are better organized during loading, while the enforcement of the International Ship and Port
Facility Security (ISPS) Code, employee
safety is significantly safeguarded.
Although there are high requirements
and heavy workload, frequent inspections and controls coupled with the implementation of safety standards by the
company have brought about essential
improvement in terms of crew safety, to
the point that accident risks are minimised.

How many years have you been
working with Heracles? How would
you describe your collaboration?
I have been working with Heracles
since 1986 and throughout these years
our cooperation has been excellent.
Although it is a strictly professional relationship, I would also describe it as
both professional and friendly; it has
always been aimed at maximum performance in all respects. In all these years,
our main concern, of course, has been
to ensure safety and quality.

2010
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CUSTOMER ORIENTATION

Customer service
A collective effort
For Heracles, customer satisfaction is a daily duty. The choices
made by employees lead to a chain reaction and impact the final recipients of our actions: our customers.
Our customer orientation is proved by the products we produce, their quality and adequacy, the services
we deliver within our sites and our market position.
Magazino asked five of our customers what makes Heracles their preferred supplier, and what they expected from their cooperation with us.
the two new bagged products, AthlosTM
and BasisTM, and our customers were hesitant, we worked closely with the company and mana-ged to mitigate problems,
and now we only get positive feedback.
I would like to stress that we are very happy with the prompt service delivered by
the Thessaloniki Terminal and the positive attitude of G. Spanomitros, Terminal
Manager. There is a remarkable effort

Kostas Akonidis
Bagged cement, Thessaloniki
We have been working with Heracles
since 1968, when my father was in
charge of our company. In all these years,
there has never been any problem and, at
difficult times, the people we work with
have stood on our side helping to overcome obstacles together.
Even when we had to bring to the market
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made in terms of safety and the standards implemented by the company. Although we initially thought that all these
measures were quite exaggerating, we
soon realized that they were for our own
good and we have to comply and implement them.

«What matter for me the most, is
the company’s policy on innovation and launch of new products.»

«What I would underline is the
company’s consistence and sensitivity about safety standards and
the principles it has established.»

Ilias Poupas
Bagged cement, Thessaloniki
I would say that our relations with the
company are excellent. This is why we
have never sought another supplier in
the 20 years we have been doing business with Heracles. I must say that we
have developed very good relations with
the company’s sales force and people and
we are always served in the best possible
manner. Although we are living through
difficult times, Heracles people understand us and treat us appropriately.
What matter for me the most, is the company’s policy on innovation and launch
of new products. With regard to the new
BasisTM cement, I’d like to say that with
time and use of the product by our customers we understood that it is a very good
product. It is also very practical that it is
available in 40kg bags, because it is easier to handle.
Moreover, I would like to mention the major effort made by the company in safety.
Key safety steps for me are the obligatory
use of PPE by truck drivers when they enter into sites and the special waiting areas for them.

«What Heracles provides above
all else is the security of a large
business that can help and support its customers at any time.»

Christos Koursardakis
TECHNOBETON Konanis S.A.
We have been representing the bulk cement business in Western Macedonia for
the past 17 years. We buy cement exclusively from Heracles and have never faced
any problems with the company. Deliveries are prompt and we have always had
technical support. What Heracles provides above all else is the security of a
large business that can help and support
its customers at any time. This is what
we expect from now on as we are anxious about developments and need ongoing help and support. I am impressed
by the company’s sensitivity and interest
in safety. The safety guidelines we have
received from the company have proved
very useful and have set the standard for
us; we have adopted many of the safety
messages at our sites, too. We have also
thought of inviting Safety people of Heracles to come and inform our staff about
safe behaviour rules.

Panayiotis Panoussis
Bagged cement, Attica
I have been working with Heracles since
1989 and I am very satisfied by our
coope-ration all these years, the services, punctual delivery times and product
quality. What I would underline is the
company’s consi-stence and sensitivity
about safety standards and the principles
it has established. Our company loads cement from the Drapetsona and Rio Terminals, the site in Metamorphosi and the
Halkis plant; I am intrigued by the rigour
with which Heracles implements safety
standards and rules. I sometimes find
some measures over the top initially, but
I understand that Heracles cares for the
safety of both its people and customers
and this is why it is always vigilant.

2010

Dimitris Koufos S.A.
Bagged cement, Attica
I am fully satisfied with my collaboration with Heracles and pleased with its
reliability, consistence and high standard
service it delivers. It is also evident to all
of us that major progress has been made
in the area of safety.
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TRAFFIC EDUCATION

Children
and safe mobility
Pre-school children are particularly exposed to risks as either pedestrians, or passengers or bicycle riders. Information and skill development among the young in order for them
to take responsible decisions on road safety issues is a key concern of parents, who act as a positive behaviour
model.
Ms. Thalia Kalambaliki, Head of Environmental Education at the Primary Education Directorate of Evia Prefecture, suggests ways and
ideas for children to consider the ecological footprint of their mobility and adopt a different approach using public transportation.

A trip on a means of public transportation is certainly a special experience of
exploration.
The first contact with the major road
signs and early initiation into the secrets
of the Highway Code come very early
using modern educational methods and
material.
We propose:
• Road safety education mat by Nathan
company: it is designed in high detail
to simulate children’s imagination and
help them understand spatial organiPA G E 3 8
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•

•

sation concepts. It is has an anti-slip
rubber underlay; easily foldable and
washable.
Goula: Nathan wooden road safety
education kit. It includes 12 vehicles
and 16 signs.
DISET. Road mobility. The set is made
up of a 2-sided magnetic board and
two cards with 44 pre-cut magnetic
figures (road signs, traffic lights, vehicles, pedestrians, etc.)

The road safety rhyme motivates discussions, road sign construction and observation in the street.

The GO traffic light,
With its green light,
Tells you it’s your turn
To cross as quickly as you can
The amber traffic light,
With its bright light,
Tells you “Pal, watch out,
The red light will be on soon”.
The STOP traffic light,
With its red light
Tells you “STOP, don’t cross,
Much in hurry as you may be”

Read below some of the characteristics of
a good cyclist, taken from the book “Istories tou kyriou KOK gia paidia” (Stories of
Mr. Road Safety for children), published
by Prakseis Zois – INTERAMERICAN.

Visits
We suggest visiting a Road Safety Education Park where children have fun and
learn though play and experiential activities. Moreover, we suggest a visit to
the Electric Railways Museum, which has
been operating at the Piraeus train station since 1995.

•
•

Educational program
TRAM S.A. delivers a road safety educational program for primary and secondary school students, with the approval of
the Ministry of Education, at its premises
(end of Aeroporias street, Ellinico). Three
special and age-specific programs were
designed and organized in collaboration
with the Children’s Museum to provide
knowledge and experience in an interactive and creative manner.
Info http://www.tramsa.gr

•

•
•
•
•

•

On a bicycle…
The bicycle is an ecologic means of transportation.
Driving a bicycle does not generate any
pollutants or waste any power. It is also
a good opportunity for physical workout.
It enables the rider to be in contact with
and have an immediate sense of the surroundings, as well as enjoying nature.

Always drives carefully on the righthand side of the road
Pays extra attention when cornering
and crossing junctions
Maintains properly the bicycle and
makes sure that its brakes and lights
work
Always turns on the lights when it
gets dark
Never drives listening to music
Obeys the signals of traffic policemen
Never rides with friends, siblings or
pets on the bicycle and never carries
heavy objects
Pulls to the side of the road on hearing ambulance or fire brigade sirens.

Watch a fun video clip about road safety
education and cycling at:
http://vod.sch.gr/video/view/611
“Asfalos Kykloforo” (I move around
safely).
A program called “I move around safely”,
has been implemented at schools on a
voluntary basis since 2005, with the approval of the Pedagogical Institute. It has
been jointly run by the Centre of Business
& Cultural Deve-lopment and the Hellenic
Society for Social Paediatrics and Health
Promotion.

(From the book “Kalos ton kyrio KOK”
(Welcome Mr. Road Safety”) of the Ministry of Transport and Communication,
Kedros publications) book cover)
Children’s books on road safety education.
•
•

•
•
•

Dromo perno...dromo afino, by Galatia
Grigoriadou – Soureli, Patakis editions
Ο Pι kai i Fι se mathenoun pos na kikloforis, by Maria Argyriou, Diaplasis editions
I sfirixtra tis Stefis, by Panagiota Smirli
- Stratopoulou, Editions Empiria
L’ educazione stradale, Giovanna
Mantegazza, La Coccinella
Ich pass auf im Straßenverkehr. (
Für Kleinkinder). Angela Weinhold,
Ravensburger Buchverlag

The perfect city bike
Kayser, B & R; Ballouhey, P; Copain des
Villes, (p.125)

The game of errors
Kayser, B & R; Ballouhey, P; Copain des
Villes, (p.127)
2010
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HEALTH & SAFETY

LAVA PUMICE STONE QUARRY AT YALI

The Grand Winner at the
2010 Safety Contest

“I think, assess, act..... SAFELY for me, for
you, for all of us”,
the 2010 Safety Message
The 2010 Safety Message contest was
selected!
“I think, assess, act..... SAFELY for me, for
you, for all of us”, by the pumice stone
quarry employees at Yali.

The participation and resourcefulness
of employees from most Heracles sites
demon-strated once again the Group’s
sensitivity and focus on Health & Safety.
The purpose of the Contest was to deliver a short and comprehensive message that would encompass the principal
2010 Health & Safety targets, such employee personal commitment to safety,
risk prevention following assessment and
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In the initial phase, employees submitted
a total of 223 proposals, many of which
stood out for their creativity.

The message of the Thessaloniki Terminal, submitted by Panayiotis Kandartzis
specifically was: “We transmit the Safety virus H’10-S’10: Safety Pandemic in
2010”; other messages intrigued the
committee with their ingenuity and imagination.

Then, in the second phase the contest
committee selected and submitted three
propo-sals to employees in order for
them to choose their favourable.

It was the message proposed by the
employees of the LAVA quarry that was
mostly liked by employees and voted as
the 2010 Safety Message.

control of unsafe situations, procedure
implementation, and establishment of a
safe workplace for everyone.

“Do you love safety? Show it with passion.” by the Production Department
team of Volos plant.
“Safety means life! Take it in your hands”
by Ilias Kakotrichis at Halkis plant.

|
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Lefteris Christoforakis, quarry manager, talks about the Contest and the
importance of Health & Safety at the
quarry, while Adamantios Chartofylis, loading supervisor, who initially
conceived the message, talks about
it.

Congratulations on your victory.
How do you intent to put this message in practice?
In order to put our vision into practice,
we strive daily to implement strict Health
& Safety standards and rules. The employees are very sensitive about it, and
consider their safety and the safety of
their colleagues as their top concern.

Is there anything that you have felt
“jealous” of in the Health & Safety of
other quarries that you have visited?
I believe that given the size of our site
and the numerous safety improvement
measures we have implemented recently,
other quarries would rather have much to
be jealous of.

Are there any peculiarities in implementing Health & Safety regulations
at the quarry?
The implementation of standards and
rules is very challenging, because our
site is quite remote and we don’t have the
opportunity to communicate frequently
and be informed about the safety steps.

What are your immediate targets?
Our immediate targets are to complete the
improvement projects we have planned,
as well as be fully compliant with the Lafarge standards and regulations.

Is there some remarkable Health &
Safety action of which you are proud
at your site?
We particularly are proud of our housekeeping effort in all the storage areas and
workshops of our site. Moreover, of the
fact that we have had 3,000 accident-free
days, which is significant for the safety
of our site.

Giannis Spanomitros, Thessaloniki Terminal Manager message intrigued the committee with its ingenuity and imagination

How did you come up with this message?
The message was the fruit of my personal experience as an employee in a
quarry, the hidden risks when performing tasks and of Lafarge’s sensitivity
to safety all these years. Thanks to the
safety projects, standards and measures
that have been implemented by the company, we, the employees, have come to
realise how important it is for our personal safety and that of our colleagues to
assess risks before taking any action.

Have there been any Health & Safety improvement projects in recent
years?
All our employees comply with the standards and use all the necessary PPE. We
have also installed conveyor belt guards,
while LOTOTO is about to be introduced.

2010
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HIGHLIGHTS

TERMINALS
The new structure fixes the hose and
limit the vibrations

Safety on loading
Improvement of hose
connections
As part of our actions for safety in sea
and road transports, major works have
been performed for the improvement
of hose connection ensuring stability
and reducing considerably the accident
risks.
TERMINALS
The new structure allows for a rapid and
safe connection of the ship hoses with
the Terminal hoses

In silo trucks, the discharge hose
conne-ction has been changed and
reinforced; the existing connections
were replaced with new square 4-bolt
flanges, and one safety bolt and two
collars fixing the hose on the metal fastener were also added.
The second action is applied to the C1 pier
of the Halkis plant; it consists in connecting the ship unloading hose with the
fly ash unloading pipeline in silos. At
the end of the unloading pipeline there
was a two-hose connection; the hoses
demon-strated lateral vibrations during
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HALKIS PLANT
Steps were added for safe crossing of the
fly ash unloading pipeline

the unloading due to their length. In
past a plant employee suffered injury
because one such vibration. Therefore,
the unloading pipeline was extended,
the hose was replaced with a fixed
metal pipe, a guard rail was constructed along the entire pipe and steps
were added for safe crossing.

Excellence award to Heracles
for occupational Health & Safety

A new Heracles innovation is currently
applied in all Terminals; it consists in
safely connecting the ship hoses with
the fixed unloading lines at the Terminals. A new fixed structure was built
to stabilize the hose end, limit the
vibrations and enable safe screwed
connection of the ship hose. The new
structure allows for a rapid and safe
connection of the ship hoses with the
Terminal hoses.
Moreover, a multiple connection system was developed for silo trucks allowing rapid ship loading with fly ash.
An individual hose connection system
was built for each ship allowing 6 -14
silo trucks to be unloaded concurrently
(depending on the ship). The system
includes the construction of angle
connections on ship loading flap. The
hoses that lead to the truck unloading system are screwed on these angle
connections.
The entire system was fitted in every
ship. The hose length depends on the
parking position of each silo truck and
the connection procedure decreases
the ship loading time. The system allows for a 6,000 t vessel to be loaded
in 24 hours without delays.

The award was presented by the General Secretary of Commerce, Stephanos Komninos to Arnaud Merienne, Industrial General Manager, and Vicky Gazidelli, Health,
Safety and Environment Manager of Heracles

effort that we put every day. Health &
Safety is a fundamental value and key
priority for every employee in Heracles.
Safe operation requires more than implementing measures, procedures and
standards to reduce accidents. Taking
a step further, it also needs continuous
effort in order to establish a shared
safety culture among employees. I will
share this award with our employees
and I am sure that it will greatly contribute to the motivation of our staff”.

Heracles received a CSR Excellence
Award for occupational Health & Safety
during a special ceremony of the CSR
Excellence Awards, organized by the
Greek Advertisers Association in cooperation with the Hellenic Network
for CSR and the Hellenic Management
Association and under the auspices
of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, on Wednesday 3 February 2010.
The award was presented by the General Secretary of Commerce, Stephanos Komninos to Arnaud Merienne,
Industrial General Manager, and Vicky
Gazidelli, Health, Safety and Environment Manager of Heracles. Receiving
the award, Arnaud Merienne stated:
“This award is an honour for us, for the

The existing connections were replaced
with new square 4-bolt flanges
2010
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HIGHLIGHTS

Two distinctions for Heracles
at the Cement Awards 2009
Heracles ranked first in two of the Lafarge Cement Awards categories where
it was nominee. The design and production of AthlosTM was the Heracles
proposal that came first in the category
“Innovation and Customer Orientation”. This new bagged masonry cement was recognized and honoured by
the Lafarge Group receptive to market
needs and responsive to consumer requirements. The second award was in
the “Cost reduction and cash management” category for the reduction in the
clinker/cement ratio. To achieve this ratio reduction, clinker reactivity was improved and fly ash started being transported to the plants by pneumatic-type
vessels as return cargo.
Pierre Deleplanque who received the
awards stated: “I am proud for receiving these two awards on behalf of all
of you. This is a major team success
and I would like to thank you for your
contribution. Looking ahead, I believe
that we must all now aim at a Safety
Award!” On the occasion of the award
for AthlosTM, G.Melatos, Sales General

Manager stated that congratulations
are well deserved mainly by the sales
team for its confidence in the new Heracles product and its engagement in
supporting and establishing AthlosTM
on the Greek market. These awards
are particularly meaningful this year,
because nominations were 70% more
than last year and the jury had to select
among 530 proposals from 55 Business Units. In total, there were over 50
nominations in the 5 categories: Health
& Safety, Cost Reduction & Cash Management, Innovation and Customer Orientation, People Development and Sustainable Development. The category
with the most nominations was “Cost
Reduction & Cash Management” indicating the collective efforts made by
the Group to respond to the economic
crisis.
There were quality and quantity awards
given in each category. Quantity
awards were based on BU results, while
for quality awards good practices were
taken into account.

www.lafarge.com
The new website!
Our new website www.lafarge.gr was
aired on 23 March!
The new website is based on the Lafarge platform; it is improved it terms
of design, ease-of-use, accessibility and
security, and successfully responds to
the increasing needs and requirements
of internet users.
The content of the new website is organized in seven sections:
About Us, Cement, Concrete & Aggregates, Research & Innovation, Sustainable Development, Journalists and Careers underpinning our key priorities.
All the website pages are available in
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Greek and English. A team has been set
up for the creation and maintenance of
its contents. The team includes members from all the main company functions.
To access our website, please click on
the following link: www.lafarge.gr. You
may click on Your feedback, to submit
a form with your comments and proposals.

Heracles: founding member
of the Association of Greek Recycling and
Energy Utilisation Industries

VOLOS PLANT

New system
for recording
emissions
A new environmental action has been
launched at the Volos Plant in order
to record and reduce emissions. The
new program is based on a software
application collecting and reporting
the NOx, SO2, preheater and cooler
dust emitted by rotary kilns; in cement
mills, it records stack dust.
This system enables the recording of
an average value per ten-minute interval, stack and emissions type. The
colour of the bar chart indicates how
much the average values recorded conform to the respective emission limit
defined by the plant’s environmental
permit.
This illustration helps operators to operate their units with respect to the environment and take corrective actions
if necessary. Moreover, it also possible
to establish remote connection (off the
plant) by means of appropriate software, providing real-time emissions
monitoring from anywhere. And this
is the main advantage in comparison
with the previous system of recording
emissions.

Heracles joined forces with 21 other companies to set up the “Association of
Greek Recycling and Energy Utilisation Industries” - SEBIAN. The key objective of
SEBIAN is to develop a state-of-the-art industry of waste recycling and utilization
for green energy generation aimed at environment protection. Giorgos Malioglou,
BU Cementitious & Industrial Ecology Manager, is a member of the provisional
Board. In the relevant press conference the first one-day conference to be organized by SEBIAN was announced. The title will be “Recycling and Energy Utilisation: Sustainable Prospects for Development”. Other members of the Association
include TITAN, Hellenic Halyvourgia, Halyvourgiki, ELVAL, HALCOR, etc.

Our new products
at Hellas Build Exhibition

conference of the Hellenic Association
of Chemical Engineers in cooperation
with the Hellenic Association of Insulating Materials Companies on 20 March
and a conference of the Hellenic Federation of Aluminium Manufacturers on
21 March.
Yiannis Marinos, Technical Advisor, was
a speaker at the conference of the Hellenic Association of Chemical Engineers.
His speech was titled “Energy Sustainable Buildings: Innovative materials
and systems” and presented the applications and advantages of the Heracles
products. The conference was also addressed by university professors and
representatives of other companies and
associations of the construction sector.

Heracles participated in the in the 4th
Exhibition of Ecology & Contemporary
Construction “Hellas Build” held at
the EKEP Exhibition Centre on 19 - 22
March. Our stand was dedicated to innovative pro-ducts and solutions we offer to the construction sector.
Other participants included companies
from
the
construction
and
building
materials
industries specializing in cement products, energy systems, roofing, tiles,
natural gas, etc. It is estimated that
this year exhibition visitors reached
30,000, both professionals and individuals interested in the latest developments in modern construction. Two
other events were held during the exhibition at the same venue; a one-day
2010
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HIGHLIGHTS

LAFARGE BETON

Signature of a tripartite collaboration
between Lafarge Beton, CBNB, and Patras
University
In the frame of celebrating the international year of biodiversity 2010, Lafarge Beton implemented the signature
of a tripartite collaboration between
Lafarge Beton, CBNB, and Patras University concerning the implementation
of a special scientific program for the
quarry’s restoration and the preservation of the endemic and protected area
plant. The agreement was signed at

Theodoros Georgiadis,
Patra’s University Professor,
Didier Petetin,
Lafarge Beton General Manager,
Stephane Buord,
CBNB representative

a special event held at the quarry on
28 April in the presence of Didier Petetin, Lafarge Beton General Manager,
Pierre De Premare, Lafarge Vice President of Environment and Public Affairs,
Stephane Buord, CBNB representative,
and professors from Patras University.

LAFARGE BETON

Lafarge Beton at the
11th Floor and Wall Coverings Exhibition
One of the major architectural events
was held at the exhibition venue: 5 architects presented their perspective of
interior design.
The company stand welcomed numerous visitors, who were very much intrigued by the Artevia range products
and their applications.

Lafarge Beton was a sponsor of the
11th Floor and Wall Coverings Exhibition, held at EKEP, where it also had a
stand. Lafarge Beton covered and decorated an architectural installation using
Artevia Color decorative concrete in
black, which had a very positive impact
on the audience.

HALKIS PLANT

Lifesaving seminars
for children of employees
Professional seminars lifesaving for
children of Halkis and Milaki plants’
employees, 18 years and over, began
in cooperation with the Greek Survival
& Rescue Center. The seminar began on
Monday, April 26 and the training was
attended by 60 participants. Throug-
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hout the seminar, trainees will learn
rescue techniques in high risk, use of
special rescue equipment, medical etc.
After completion of the course, trainees will receive a diploma B professional lifeguard.

HALKIS PLANT

Training and sea rescue
exercise
A training and sea rescue exercise for
athletes and coaches was organized
on 23 and 24 April at the Sailing Club
in Halkis, with the initiative of Halkis
plant in the framework of PRAKSI. The
training included theory on the rescue
and first aid at sea, while the practical
training was to prepare the coaches
and athletes for an emergency rescue
at sea. The training was conducted by
Thalassa Diving School. beyond the
participants, George Constantinou, occupational doctor and Fotini Zygogianni, nurse of the plant were involved in
the exercise. The event was attended
by Andrew Serentelos, Commander of
the Fire Fighters dept. of Halkis, Stratis Zacharis, Halkis plant manager and
others.

HALKIS PLANT

Presentation of “Young Ecologists”
in Halkis school
and Safety. The questions cover seven
main environmental issues such as biodiversity, transport, recycling, energy
and water. Its main objective is for
children to entertain but also to reflect
on their daily habits and decisions and
their impact on the environment.
41 students from the 5th, 8th and 9th
Primary School Evia and 90 teachers
participated in the presentation of the
“Young Ecologists”. Anestis Pischinas,
Environment, Housing and Quality of
Life of Evia Vice Prefect, Stratis Zacharis Plant Mana-ger of Halkis and other
executives also attended the presentation.
The game “Young Ecologists” is available also online in our website www.
lafarge.gr

The educational environmental awareness game “Young Ecologists” was presented with the participation of students of environmental groups and the
primary school teachers from Halkis
and the Prefecture of Evia on Monday,
May 3, in the 9th Primary School of
Halkis. The game was presented by
John Kaltsas Director of Primary Education of Evia, Thalia Kalabaliki, Responsible for Environmental Education of
Evia, and Vicky Gazidelli, Environment,
Health and Safety Manager of Heracles.
At the presentation a workshop was
held. Students divided into groups participated in the interactive version of
the game, answering questions on biodiversity, recycling, transport, energy
and water.
The “Young Ecologists” is an educational card game for environmental
awareness for school children. The
adaptation of the game was made by
the Directorate of Primary Education of
Evia in the framework of educational
programs of Heracles for Environment
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